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Priesthood Students

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

3END, Ind. (11P1) — Most
aticans studying for the
tholic priesthood have
ne relative wha is a
ytherwise associated Ve
the religious life. la'
; reported by the Rev.
Eichler. S.J.. visiting
of sociology at the Unis
Notre Dante. who also

mast priests-to-be come
k-class families and are
from hometown high
fore entering the semin-

United Press International

IN OUR 80th YEAR
MI•

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 22, 1959
Probe Death Of
Woman In Harbor

Farming Was $6
Million Dollar
Business In '58

Co. Inc.

RE DEAL"
Phone PL 3-3161

V Shop

4

NEW YORK (UPI — Police
questioned the wife of a St. Louis
professor today about the mysterious death of a 23-year-old Chi.
caga heiress whose half-nude
body was found in Boston Harbor
following her disappearance from
a Dutch freighter.
New York and Boston pol:ce
and federal agents have turned
up nv clues so far as to whether
the death if pretty Mrs. Lynn
Kauffman Friday night was'murder cr an aecident..14erabody was
found by the Coast Guard on
Spectacle Island in Boston Harbor early Saturday after the
freighter Utrecht had left for
New York,
;Michael A. Luang°, Bost on
m ed ica 1 examiner. attributed
death to drowning, but severe
head and body injuries led authorities to attribute death to
violence. Her body was clad only in shorts and terry-cloth slippers when it was found.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXX No. 224

Mr.Khrushchev Begins
30 Hour Visit In Iowa
Joe Richard
Nance Civen
Year In Pen

Host Will Be
Farm Family
In Corn Belt

(Special to the Ledger & Times) borrowed to 'finance seed, fernNEW YORK. Sept. 17 — Bv lizefs and farm equipment.
Other questions to be asked
and large. 1958 was a g - od year
for Calloway County farmers, will relate to farm resources, acaccording to a national rep art res devoted to craplands. products sold and contracts with
on farrn inecmes.
Their !moss revenue .from farm wholesalers.
Robert Young
Judge Waylon Rayburn
Joe Richard Nance received
operations elan* amounted to $6.By JACK FOX
The present report. by SRDS,
a one year sentence in Eddyville
6410'00 in the year. It representLimited Press International ,
County.
Calloway
that
in
yesterday afternoon after a Cired a $254.000 rise over the 1957 shows
ENROUTE WITH KHRUSII.in the past year, earnings were
cuit Court jury heard a case infigure of $.5,827,000.
CHEV (UPI) — Soviet Premier
good. The $6,081,000 in gross re- a.,
if
volving
a
purchase
hags
by
into
account
figure
takes
The
Nikita Khrushchev, elated at the
were at the rate of $811 li...soes
Nance, for which he paid with
the cash proceeds from farm mar- ceipts
success of his visit to San Emamen, vi'onten
of
the
7,500
for
each
an
allegedly
cold
check.
income
in
ketinv. as well as
ciate°. left California today for a
children listed a's living on
Testimony revealed that Nance
kind, which is the value of pro. and
30-hour visit to the Iowa corn
land.
the
purchased
some
hogs
from
Oave
ducts grown and consumed on
belt.
Parks
of
Lynn
Grove
and
paid
the farm, and government payThe value of farmland, which
By COLETTE BLACKMOORE
A military Boeing 707 jet plane
Mrs. Kauffman's travelingcorn- for them by check. When the
ments.
has been going up for several
United Press International
carrying Khrushchev and his parpanion,
Mrs.
hogs
sold
Juanita
Spector.
viswere
i
t
is
reported
The information is based on a years. is continuing its steady
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI—Mrs.
ty took. off from San Francisco
ited the ship at its Brooklyn pier that Nance found 32 hogs insurvey made by the Standard advance, accordang to the DeInternational Airport at 9:10 a. in.
Nikitia Khrushchev, performing
with her husband, ,Dr. Stanley stead cat the agreed on 33. He
Ralai and Data Service, covering partment of Agriculture. Much
Bro. Charles E. Houser
PDT. 12:10 p. m. EDT, in sunny
in a manner characteristic of
Spector, -professor of Oriental returned to Mr. Parks, it was
the entire country.
coming
push
is.
of the upward
v.eather for Des Moines, Iowa. Hc
wives everywhere. went on a
Broken down into their chief from expansion-minded farmers
County Judge Waylon Raytown studies at Washington Univer- testified, told him of the differshopping spree Monday.
will visit a farm family at Coon
sity in St. Louis.
ence, and gave him another
components, the gross receipts in- who are in the market in droves.
and
County
Tax
Assessor
RobRapids before gifing to Pia•burgli
Mrs. Khrushchev spent more
check in return for the first. The
ert
clude income—from the sale of
Young
have
been
namd
coIn the State of Kentucky, the than $100 in a department at ore.
Spector, 35, had employed Mrs.
and Washington,
livestock. estimated at .$912.000, average price has risen to $110.chairman of the Demacrat Cain- Kauffman as a research assistant chock was no goad.
,alle was due at Des Moines Muthen had lunch in a fashionable
Nance has been tried two tines
and income from crops. $3,993.- 50 -per acre from $104.94 in 1957,
pan
in
Callcnvay
County,
acfor the past two years.
nicipal Airport at 1:25 p. m. CST.
and expensive restaurant. She
on the eharge with a hung jury
4100; The figures are befcre de- states the Agriculture Departcording
to
John
C.
Watts.
State
was accompanied by other women
Unarles L. Hauser of Pa- 3a25 p. m. EDT, fhe- Fedetal Av134atala Police Capt. Jaienh B. resulting in each case.
ducaions_tar exjacalea. and taxes ment- The
Democrat Chairman,,.,_
pr in .ttve
esheiai—p•es,r
--/krame-was
-myna
warm
the
In
ucah.
KetiaTtakaa-ts me peaker iation- Agerrey--FAA--se.4.--K.bub-Fallon.
crack
homcicide
The survey is of particular im- cent.
two
detective.
The
will guide the local
slipped away from the Soviet
-rulcourt's
ty
jail
awaiting
the
in
a
series
of Gospel Meetings shchev's pane was flying as.
because
said
Spector
was
portance at this time
comaig
unable to shed
it
n
Premier's motor cavalcade just Democrat efforts in the'
of
ing
on
a
plea
probation.
He
now
in
progress
at the Hazel route 14-Victor, approximately
any
light.
ion
Mrs.
Kauffman's
prviews some of the !acts and
November 3 election.
a line passing ;seer Reno, &at
before it left San Francis-co for
was
released
from
Eddyville
in
Church
of
Christ.
figures on farming that will be
Co-chairman for the Democrat death. Fallon said he would conSan Jose.
The Gospel Meeting which be- Lake City. Denver. Omaha ara'
centrate questioning today on June. ,
brought out more fully in ihe
Khrushchev, meanwhile, toured campaign are Mrs. Robert 0. M.1In
other
action
yesterday
a
plea
gan
last Sunday will conainue into Des Moines. the agency ad..forthcoming Census of Agriculler and Mrs Evon Burt of Lynn Mrs. Spector. who was believed
the San J6se plant of Internafor
probation
was
over
ruled
in
thru
Sunday. September 27th. ed.
to have been the last person to
ture. Th:s official census, taken
Grove.
The chunky Soviet leader retional Business Machines. manuthe' case of Jerry Miller, indicted Services are held twice daily at
see
Mrs. Kauffman alive.
every five years, will begin next
ceived the most enthusiastic welfacturer of computers, adding
for
robbery,
and
he
was
senten300
p.
m.
and
7:30
p.
m.
The
"1 have not ruled out the posmonth, with some 30.000 enumemachines and other electronic
congregational singing is under come of -his American tour so fat
stbilay of accident or suicide." cedto two years in Eddyville.
rators visiting every farm in the
equipment.
The case af the commonwealth the direction of W. D. Lassiter during his 40 - hour visit to the
—
Ser..
LEXINGTON
(UPI)
Falam said. "From what I've seen
United States.
San Francisco by erea.
Mrs. Khrushchev's shaming exoak the ship, it is very insatiable vs Albert Lee Stone was set for -iand Doris Harmon.
One feature of the rennet w!ll-Jahn Sherman Cooper R-K. Winton -*As her ' Pirst in the
Startles Audience
'Ituthietittroh all- Chant, at Haze
she might. have fallen. If it 'is Octeber 5. Stone is eharged-with
be the collection of figures on said Monday night new foreagn United States. Accompanied by
Khrustschev, who startled a
murder, it will take a day or failure to comply With the order Invites all to attend these serthe non-real estate debts of 'farm- trade barriers threaten the exher two daughters, Mrs. And-el
of the court to support his fam- vices. Bro. Bruce Freeman is the banquet audience Monday night
By ALVIai SPIVAK
two to discover the motive."
e , It will reveal the amount pana:on of tobacco sales abroadwith comparison between Cane
interpreter
and
ily.
mih.ster ,ff the Haze! Church.
the area in which "greatest prog- Grocryko, an
United
Press
International
munisrn and Christianity, turnec
The case of the Commonwealth
ress to •increased sales can be thtee American women. the wife
WASHINGTON
10Pli — Starting
hos attention this morning too a
of the S.viet, premier went to a
vs Gary Herndon was set for
made."
Oct. 1. Amerbean motorists will
typical American scene-the trafOctober 9. He has an indictment
He addressed the 10th annaal Sear, Roebuck & Co. store in a have to pay an extra one cent
fic jarn.
of storehouse breaking against
convention of the Burley and suburban district here atter visit- fedei al tax on every
gallon of
Khrushchev left the Mark Hophim.
Dark Leaf Tobacco Export As- ing an elementary school. rhe gasoline they buy.
kings Hotel seated ,in the rear af
spur-of-the-moment tour was so
The case of the Cr.mmoni.vealth
sociations.
The tai increake twin enacted
An arisanizatianal meeting of an open turquoise Chrysler Imvs Charles Housden was set for
"With the popularity of Ameri- unplanned that the women' arinto law Monday when President
February 4. 1960 with the judge Cub Pack 45 will be held on perial convertable. With him wo r.can blends increassng throughout rived at Sears before the store
Eisenhower signed the bill to pro-LOUISVILLE alfra — John M. giving Housden time to make Thursday September 24 at the ' Mayor George Christopher ar
the world. we ought to try to opened.
When the party finally got in, vide financing for the 41,006-mile Robsion Jr.. Republican candidate bond. This is a cold check charge. Austin School. The Cub Pack Henry Cabot Lodge. U. S. ambasdouble burley exports," the sen'NS
•
for governor. said Monday he beMrs. Khrushchev found a clerk interstate highway system.
The next jury trial in the cur- will be sponsored by the Austin sador to .the U. N.
ator said.
The measure was one of 96 bills lieved it is imp'irtant for candi- rent term af Circuit Court will P-TA, Mrs.. James Diuguid. presWithin a few Minutes, Kirawho spoke Russian and proceedA Democrat Rally will be held
,
shchssa's car was on the Jame,
He said, however. that "walls ed to buy baby clothes and toys approved by the President. Still dates to be fair with voters
be held on Friday October 5, ident,
in Murray this Saturday Sen- are being set up against Ameri- te take her grandchildren in Rus- awaiting his signature are 56 othMrs J. W. Young is (organiza- Lick Memorial Freeway leading
Robsion said candidate.; should Judge Osborn will be beak in
lumber 26 at the Murray State can tobacco" by some 60 nations sia. She also bought some nyion ers piesed in the closing days ef discuss frankly and honestly the
the airport. At one point, cityMurray on this Friday to take tional chairman.
College Auditorium. All canii- which have recently raised tarif- stock:rigs and was presented with the recent session of Congress.
A roll call and inspection wil
und traffic was backed up a programs they have in meal and care of some court matters.
dates on the Democratic ticket fs on tobacco and tobacco prad- two espies of the Scars & Roebe held beginning a 700 Wel
Lye miles.
Eisenhower had requested a
the manner in which th:r. cost of
have been invited to speak at ucts and by others which are buck catalogue.
All bays between the agey' of
Christopher asked Khrushca•
cent a gallon hike in gasoline the programs is to be met.
Ins rally including Bert T.Carnbs making wider use of quotas. li8-11 are urged to attend/ with what he thought rif freeways.
Mrs. Khrushchev said same of taxes but he said he would settle
Robsion added it was "now obDern ocratic nominee for governor censes and other restrictions.
'their parents.
aI don't need freeways yet
the itams she bought were for for the one cent boost "to avoid vious that my pponent. Bert T.
and Wilson W. Wyatt, Democratic
Russia." the Premier replied.
He said the "heaviest blow" to grandchalchin wha have nat yet a seri us disruption" in the road Combs. has broken his repeated
nominee for Lt. gavernor.
As he viewed the thousands a
building program.
curb U. S. sales abroad was the been born
promises to tell the people al
Laundrs Wagon an/liapiration
Other Democrats expected to 30 per cent tariff being imposed,
autos tied up on the three nor..With the smaller revenues, he Kentucky the truth and does not
present are former Governors over a 12 to 15 year period, by
bound lanes of the freew„
said, the government must "make intend to be frank with the voters
Earle Clements. Lawrence Weth- six so-called common market
orderly use" of the funds "so :hat in his campaign for governor."
HOLLYWOO
101,1) — Thirty Khruahchev commented: "Thi"'
arby and Keen Johnson. as well countries of western Europe The regular meeting of the years ago. t
vending can be held within limits
Ritz Brothers chose a terrible extravagance."
Robsion said that ra w any six
as members of the, U. S. House Germany, France. Italy, Belgium,
"I had to agree with hat "
that will avoid future disrupaioin weeks remain until the Nov. 3 Murray Lions Club will be to- their nam from the sign on a
of Representatives.
The Netherlands and Luxemof the program."
1•eneral election date. H.s said it night at 6:30 at the Hazel High horse-drain laundry wagon in Christopher said, "because was'
Following the rally at the col- bourg.
'He said there also may have to is clear that Combs does not in- School.
Brooklyn. That was on the eve of the cars had only one per, ii
lege a barbeque will be held at
The
South
Pleasant Groove of their debut as a comedy team. in them."
He said he protested that the
be some stretchout in the comple- tend to take the voters into his
the Murray City Park sbeginring tariff, even before its initial ateps
Homemakers will serve the meal
Wave Red Coats
celebrate their anteversary,
coinfidence regarding the cost of
NEW YORK RIPE — A 16-year tion of the highway syste.n.
at 4:p m. All candidates will he were 'put in effect. as a "unilatIn the Hazel High School Cafe- the brothers recently
'At one pennt, two women in a
The
President
said
a
comprehis
promises
and
whether
he
pro•
begat.
a
gang
Puerto
Rican
leader
old
adin attendance at the dinner.
narthbound auto waved red co its
eral breach" of reciprocal trade mitted today he was the youth in hensive review has been underway poses an immediate tax increase teria.
search for eerie Mordecai.ftitz,
Tickets for the barbeque are agreements.
at Khrushchev.
since
July
toi
determine
tem
the
operated
the
laundry.
They
t
learnfinance
his
program.
g..00 each and may -be obtained Cooper also said he had asked the blue raincoat who shot and highway program best can be kept The Republican candidate sill
Caristapher said Khrushcaea
COLDWATER WINS
ed that Ritz had died in '1957
Wan Waylon Rayburn or Rob- the State Department to name an killed a 16-year old high school "at
brought up his dispute last Saturminimum
federal
stoat
on
a
he
would
reiterate
the
promise
he
ert Young, ca-chairman of the eft.cial to give special attention student in a feud over gang terri- pay-as-you-go basis."
day with Mayor Norris Poulson al.
made at his campaign • opening
EVICTED
Cotdwater won a Little/League
Democratic campaign in Callo- to foireign trade problems affect- tory. police reported. •
Los Angeles.
From this study, he hinted, may at Columbia when he said there
enocunter Saturday with a team
way County.
"Apparently it still rankles
ing labacco. He said it was "in
Authorities identified the teen- come a recommendation ior states would be no tax increase at thr_.
HOLLYWOOD alla —The bo, m- him." Christopher said. "But he
this area that greatest progress age killer as Edward Perez of The to increase their share of can- next session of the legislature or coached by Robert Young. Young ing
population of Los Angeles feels now that Mr. Poulson didn't
also
made
a
talk
at
the
ham
.itirt
to increase sales can be made or, Bronx. one of the members 'of the tributions to the road program.
iit any other session.
egg supper which was held at and its suburbs is forcing mono., intend anything derogatory."
if neglected, can lead to the sharp- "Royal Knights" gang picked up . The measure raises the federal
Combs had charged last Saturpicture producers to travel longer
Bnt Khrushchev had pleasant
est losses of markets for our to- for ,questioning since the slaying levy an gasoline and diesel fuels day at the opening of the Demi- the Colchvaler park.
Sponsors of the event thanked distances for their location scenes. things to say of San Francisco,
bacco."
of John Guzman Monday after- to four cents a gallon for the next cratic general election campaign Young for his talk and
The
San
Fernando
Valley—where.
also the
according to the mayor..
The senator also called for an neon. Guzman was a member of 31 months. It wall cost highway that the paple would be saddled,
~tee Pees' Int•essitteasel
cooperation given by the Mur- most Holly-w. od weaterns 'once
Khrushchev. who was greeted
expartaion of tobacco research - by the "Valiant Crowns" gang, pos- users about one billiqn dollars if Robsion
were elected with a ray Civitan Club and -the Maya were filmed -is now a mass of ni San Jose Monday
by a sign
experiment stations and the De- sibly its prellelent.
over that period.
• 1,C
hv M c h 19051
I'S
too
or
Kiwams Club.
Jacks,in Purcha,e —
-which read "prince of peace.'
partment of Agriculture. He said
gunny and warm today; fair and the tobacco program is still the
made
a
c,anparison
between
Perez was booked for homicide
Communism and Christianity at
mild tonight. Wednesday partly nation's -most successful price this morning and seven members
a civic banquet here Monday
cloudy and continued warm with support program despite Presi- of the knights were booked with
MILLION AND A HALF WORTH
night.
a chance of stanvers tonight. High dent Eisenhower's veto earlier him for acting in concert to slay
OF OLO MASTERS STOLEN
FROM TORONTO ART GALLERY
In a televised speech, the S •today and Wednesday in mid- this year of a price stabilization Guzman.
RUSSIANS ARE TOLD
'Islet premier said the Communi.ts80s. Low tonight 6a1.
bill which he had sponsored.
AMERICAN PEOPLE
'Perez's slaying capped a sumlooked upon bulding a new's, a.l'emperaturea at 5 a. m. CDT.:
RECEIVE MR K,
UN COLD SHOULDEIS
WITH ENTHUSIASM
mer-long wave of juvenile vioety as soniething "most sacred."
Louisville 04, Lexington 62. BowINDIA-SOV1ET MOVE
MINISTER
PEIPING REMOVES DEFENSE
MR. K. SEEMS
TO GIVE RED CHINA
lence in New York that has re"We want to build a society af
ling Green 80, Paducah 64, CovREDS JUBILANT
MARSHAL PING TIM-HUAI, WHO LED
TO III ENJOYING
MEMBERSHIP
sulted in the death of at least
OVER ROCKET
ington 83, London 52 and Hapcomplete equality as preached by
CHINESE RIDS ACROSS THE YALU INTO
HIS U. S. TOUR
TO MOON
KOREA, AND ARMY CHM IN SHAKEUP
20 teen argers. Mayor _Robert F.
Christ," he said. "If you wail
Illpsville 56.
Wagner and Gov. Nelson A. Rocklook into our aspirations you wall
ravansville, Ind.. 67.
efeller will tell a Senate subcomsee that we have taken many af
Christ's precepts-such as "Lege
TOBACCO ADVISORY
Phil Collie. 19 year
seri mittee on juvenile, delinqaency
thy neighbor.'
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Collie re- about the city's uphill battle as
-IS
MAKES
PLANE
ROCKET
Referred To Feud
United 1Press tnternational
ceived a fine of $100 and a sent- gainst teen crime when its opens
FMST POWERED FLIGHT AT
Khrushchev returned to ti-,at
-Relative humidity will average ence of 30 days in the County nationwide hearings here Wednes1DW•ROS APB, CALIF
philosophy in a different vein by
near 65 in eastern Kentucky and Jail at a trial this morning in day.
bringing up his heated feud with
about 70 -per cent in the Jackson the office of Judge Waylon RayThe pace of juvenile crime has
TYPHOON
SARAH,
Mayor Norris Poulsort of Los AnPurchase area today and Wednes- 'burn.
stepped up during the past few
110 MPH SLAMS
geles. Poulson angered the Soviet
day-low enough to maintain the
Collie was charged with Breach days! Six youths armed • with a
SOUTH KOREA
leader with his "we will bury
C' al curing conditions of the of the. Peace in an altercation last knife ganged up en a sailor near
SCORES "Rao AS NEW
DERANGED MANS
FIVE STORY APARTMENT
BOMB KILLS SELF,
•
two days.
you" reference in a speech Saturthe Bro. klyn Navy Yard Wednesweek.
BUILDING COLLAPSES
FIV1 OTHERS AT
DE GAULLE ANNOUNCES
in (order to get the full benefit • He Is also charged with as- day night and robbed him of $10.
day night.
IN MILITIA. ITALY
4„ HOUSTON SCHOOL
SELF-C4TERMINATION
The premier said he wanted '
of this excellent weather growers sault and battery in another in- Two teen-agers allegedly kidnaped
PLAN FOR ALGERIA
say some pleasant things ab,
should open barns in the daytime cident last week and is presently and raped a 13-year old gal over
MIDNIGHT CUEFEW SET
IN LAOS CAPITAL IN
Los Angeles and Mayor Paula and close them at night, accord- under indictment for aseaLlt and the weekend, and a sirralar asTEAR Of RED TERROR
"The mayor has a very chair ing to University of Kentucky battery "In the current term of sault on a 13-year old gri was
agroramists.
reported.
Calloway Circuit Court.,'
Continued on Page Three
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Mrs. Khrushchev
On Shopping
Tour In Sears Store

Judge Rayburn.
Robert Young
Demo Chairmen

Bro. Houser Is
Speaker In Series
Of Gospel Meetings
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New Barriers
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American Tobacco

One Cent Extra
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Demo Rally
Will Be Held
Saturday
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Important To Be
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t those Kentuckians.,

Members, nor those
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

Propaganda Play Seen in
Visit Of Khrushchev Here

New School Buildings .. . $500,000
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation

less in resistance. Whatever may the manner In which Americans
By LYLE C. WILSON/
be the reasons, the Russian poop- have received Communism's top
United Press International
man.
WASHINGTON (UPI — BurCould Do Damage
tei deep in the structure of NiCultural exichanges a hundredki:a S. Khrushchev's visit to the
fold beyond anything undertaken
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
United States :s a disturbing fact
or, even. possible could not undo
as dar.gerotss as a ticking bomb.
the damage whien this inisconIndustrial Expansion
s this:
cepttiin may cause. There are misThe Soviet people apparently
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
understandings and basic human
been led to expect great,
have
Areas
Widened Street In Some
differences.
onmed.ate and concrete results
H,4% can Americans understand
Continued Home Building
from the Eisenhower-Kttrushchev
a people whose top man can
,rse- they
W,
exchange of
Airport For Murray
answer up with a half-smile
are • being fed an exaggerated
Addition To Hospital
playing over his face to the guest
story LI the warmth and enthusiasm with which Khrtericliev
GETS A LIFE
by street
has been received
crowds.
Ovations Lir Khrushchev from
HOLLYWOOD 411 — Navajo
the curb side crowds are what
Indian Joe Yelkeysti 1 icaked too
Ledger & Time File
Russians have been readng about
small to Warner Bros. afficifiES
in their official newspaper. Any
when he stood next to 6-foot, 61 The father of Mrs. Ed Adam= of Murray passed away American eye -ball. ear-drurn wit•.ch Clint Walker dunng t e filmvisitor's
ness of the distinguished
,uedenly yesterday mornin4 it was learned today.
, of "Yellowstone Kelly." So
knows there
reception
Wash.ngton
afterSaturday
away
passed
70,
C. 0. Decker, age
ine studio fitted 2-inch lifts to
ovation nor warmth
neither
was
atwas
Death
NIKITA S KHRUSHCHEV
That made him
noon in a hospital at MeLeansboro, Ill.
s. moccasins
'
J3C
Lr• Khrushchev. only curiosity
tributed to a heart attack.
le are gett.ng a distorte report og I Just as tall as Clint.
courtesy.
and
1 Survivors include three daughtes. one sister and one
Chilly Recept1on
briother. M. Decker was formerly of Murray.
Chill and courteous are the
Carlton Morgan and, Dennis Rolfe have purchased ivIrds for the greeting Khrushak Trimble Grocery. according to an announcement' chev received from the th iusancis
de today. The grocery is located on the Concord Road. wh,-- watched - his Washington ar-Mer-ikod Mrs. Richard Glenn of Akron. Ohio. are the rival. C,urteous and gm are the
Eisf a I' pound 15 oz. baby boy, who wai w:Tds to describe President host.
senterser as the welcoming
Virginirt
former
the
is
Glenn
Mrs.
17.
bgrn September
If that 'is not the way the RusNell Wilford. who resided in Murray for several years. sian people are hearing :t, then
Se is the granddaughter of E. C-. Overby of South 13th there must be reasons.
Street.
The reasers well may be these:
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Scret 'pent the week-end in St
—That the Russian goverdrrer.1 is making a prGpaganda
Louis, Mo., and attended the Cardinal baseball game.
P•aY -n sui4).rt of its line that
the peep:, of the United States
are syrnoathet.c to and support
the teeceves of the Soviet Union.
—A prt.pagenda play to show
that the . Arnerican opponents of
the Srviet yn.on are a lot of war
rre.r.gir.rig rnillionaries and militarists who will be responsible if
r*. re... eh conies from the Ike-K
exchange.

Ten Years Ago Today

question about the Russian massarebelong Hungarians? That
cre
was one of the questions at the
Natiiinal Press Club lunch th0
week.
Mr. K's half smile told matie
than his mans-worded reeporise.

hi

LOST IN THE TRANSLATION

NEW YORK CPO — Televiewers
with an ear for music but a blind
spot for s,.ng tides have sent
some highly original replies to
ABC-TV's daytime quiz, "Music
Bingo."
Sample answers: -Oh, Those Got'
Durn Zippers" for "Oh. Those
Golden Slippers"); "Melon Cola
Baby" "Melancholy kieby"1;
"Chow Mein" i-Charmaine"); -Old
"Auld Lang Syne"); "London
Britches" ("L n do n Bridges");
*Pop's Got the Measles" ("Pop
Goes the Weasel"); and "I'll take
Take Romance.")
Romans"

i

CONTINENTAL CLASSROOM. the first network TV
program for college credit, will present „a new course—
modern chemistr)--during 1959-60. It will be telecast 5
days a week from 6:30 to 7:00 a.m., local time, oser NBC
network, beginning September 28. Financial backing will
be provided by the Ford Foundation and seven jeading
industries, including the Bell Telephone System.
• • •

IT'S CALL-HOME TIME! Kids
away at school? Then you.know what
a job it is to keep in touch with
them. Letters are all too few. and "****n..
your campus Joe or Jill is often hard
to reach. So, why not try this. Plan
a Long Distance get-together. Set a
certain time on a certain day—once
a week or more often if you like—for your young folks
to call you. Its fun to get the news and not expensive,
especially when you call btation-to-station.

The
greatly
wh.ch
wou:d

• • •
AND, H-FRES another money-saving tip. Long Distance is an efficient
saks and buying tool. Salesmen can
SAVC time, reduce travel expense,
process orders faster by using I ong
Distanct And if- you're the buyer,
quick Long Dist?nce clffs will often
help track down the host buys. Try
it for economy and ettclency.
• •

GREENE 0. WILSON
Phone PL 3-1916

PINAL VANGUARD SATELLITE IS GIUNTING—Fire streams from tail of the 11th and final
Vanguard rocket as it lurches from launching pad at Cape Canaveral, Ha. At left is
the satellite itself, unassembled and assembled. It weighs 50 pounds, and now is In orbit. The tubelike part measures the earth's magnetic field. Other instruments will provide readmr• on Jeer X-rays, spice environmental conditions. etc.
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HELLO, IVAN? For the first time in 22 yetss. statistics
in
have been compiled on the number of telephones
11)0
Russia° Comes out to about 2 telephones for every
though
people as compared to our 37 per 100. And even
best-tel.the
us
makes
phones
our total of 64 million
to brink
phoned country in the world. we still have plans
future.
the
in
sersiccs
better
and
more
even
you
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All Jersey Milk Has More
Sunburst
_
Phosphorus Than Any Other Milk!
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AT YOUR DOOR OR
••
INDONESIA

:al YEARS OF COMMUNIST ADVANCE—While the head
Communist is looking us over, let's take a look at
where he Corium/nista' thirst for peace rise taken
ui. tr.s past two decades T)otted line was the

AT

YOUR GROCER

Ryan Milk Compan

boundary of Communism up to World War II time.
Solid line marks its advance from then to now, blanketlming an immense amount of territory and an even
(Central Press)
menaer number of unwilling people.

PLaza 3-3012

E. Chestnut St.
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Ledger &Times
MORE PHOSPHORUS

If the R116811111 pe,ple do so
underestimate the American p ent
view. se much easier will it be
lar the Kremlin to eirment intermore
with
national relations
crises. threats of calamities, needling 3nd the like-such as the
near-h..: war synch Khrushchev
brought about with respect to
Berlin.
Russian people
fear a' threat
they believed
be only_ hall

Typewriters
Office Supply Dept

—A propeganda play to show
that the American people would
love Mr. K and h.s Kremlin associates if only. the master of
the Aemerican peeple would pernet them u. know the truth.
Dangerous TPropaganda
Ths .s ‘e7y dangerous propae'pecially at It
ganda. indred
works. the Russian people will
vastly iinderstimate the deteren.nation f the American people to
Plictect -their way of life and to
fight ger .t. ..f need be.

by
F H FUDDLE
Your ielepnon• Manager

•

For Sale Or Rent

Read The Ledger's Classifieds
i. Telephone
Talk

KIDNAPERS ROUNDED UP- The three ..‘erthies wai
naped a Mansfield 0., couple to get their car are shown
in custody ue Litchfield, 0., after their airplane-aided
capture by Ohio State police. They are (upper left) Jeanie Elkins, 18, Farmersburg, Ind.; Louell L. (Tweety
Birill Thweatt, 19 (lower left), Los Angeles, and (shown
being brought in) Lawrence E. Par)thurst, 19, Oswego,
N Y. Parkhurst and Elkins are AWOL from Cannon Air
Force Base, Clovis, N. M. Their victims were Marton
Porch. 49, a.ad wife, 48, released unharmed in dark lane.

•

."3
•
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Major League
Standings
United Press International
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pet. GB
Team
83 66 .557
Mil aukee
Los Angeles
83 66 .a57
San Francisco
62 67 .550 1
77 73 .513 64
Pittsburgh
72 78 .480
Cincinnati
71 78 .477 12
Chicago
68 81 .456 15
St. lecuis
61 88 .409 22
Philadelphia
:Monday's Results
Milwaukee 8 Pittsburgh 6
Chicago 12 St. Louis 3
Only games scheduled.
• Today's Games
San Francisco at Chicago
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh, night
Los Angeles at St. Louis, night
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, 2, twiniait
Wednesday's Games
1 Milwaukee at Pittsburgh, night
i'San Francisco at Chicago
1 Los Angeles at St. Louis, night
Only games seheduled.
Its

Jrthies who kidr car are shown
a airplane-aided
(upper left)
dell L. (Tweety
eles, and (shown
rat, 19, Oswego,
from Cannon Air
rus were Marion
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MURRAY KM TUCICT
FIGHT RESULTS

ILWAUKEE. AND LOS ANGELES
TIE UP NATIONAL LEAGUE RACE

Conn. (8).
OAKLAND, Calif —Fernando SoUnited Press International
120eM Portugal, stopped Ward
ta,
WALLINGFORD, Conn —Georgie
(Kid) Ross, 140z. Hartford, Conn., Yee, 119, Oakland 19).
2, Bristol,
/
outpointed Al King, 1381

Tigers Will Be Braves Are All Fired Up
In Race, Dykes In All Out Flag Try

By MILTON RICHMAN
the Pi:ates rallied for their final
All the Dodgers' five remaining
three rums. The victory was the game sare on the road, two at
United Press International
of
veteran
the
whether
about
lion
FERMOYLE
Gan2,way for Milwaukee's fired- 266th of Spahn's career and tied St. Louis and three at Chicago.
By DON
I the Connie Mack era would be up Braves, who tell you point- a league recerd for most wins by The Giants, one game off the
United Press International
b,d
would
Tigers
the
if
or
rehired
Dykes,
blank they're going all the way a left-hander set by Eppa Rixey. pace, also have no more home
DEPROIT 1UPli —Jimmie
rehired as manager of the Detroit for another "name" manager. Thts now with momentum, Eddie Ma- During his career with the Phil- games left. They play two at Chiafter
week
last
„grew
thews and even the National lies and Reds. Remy lost a total cago and wind up the season wah
Tigers for 1960, pr(nptly lit up speculation
was League scheduled on their side.
10 AMERICAN LEAGUE
of 251 games. Spetin has lost only three games at St. Louis,
one of his trademark cigars and Joe Gordod announced he
Indians.
W L Pet. GB from behind the cloud of smoke,„ quitting the Cleveland
Team
Even the red-hot Dodgers had 172.
Cubs Beat Cards
FerRule
91 59 .607
Chicago
But General Manager
to make room when the Braves
Prior to Monday night's game,
predicted hifeelub will be a penThe Cubs crushed the Cardinals.
one
87 62 .584 3'S mint contender next year.
Cleveland
rell said Monday that no
climbed into a first-place tie with several members of the Braves, 12-3. in the only other major
76 73 .510 14es
New York
except Dykes had been considered them by licking the Pirates, 8-6, includmg coach Billy Herman and league game scheduled Monday.
them
of
-42
Dykes, his 62 years
74 75 .407 16'e
Detroit
for the 1960 field Job.
Monday night for their 12th vic- Hank Aaron 'who chipped in with Rookie George Altman hit two
2 in baseball—considerably lightened
/
72 77 .483 181
Baltimore
tory in the last 15 gam3s.
three hits, by the way) carne homers fo ithe Cubs, and Tony
Monday,
70 79 .470 20e4 by the contract signing
Bose n
That's the type a down-the- right out and said they felt Mil- Taylor and Ernie Banks each hit
saw things in the smoke clouds
63 85 .426 27
Kansas City
stretch momentum that wins pen- waukee would win the pennant.
one. Banks' homer was his 43rd.
63 86 .423 27'S that weren't se discernable to his
Washington
nants and Mathews is headed in
Imagine, then, how they felt Glen Hobbie limited the Cards to
watching audience.
Monday's Results
precisely the same direct:on.
atter the' game3
Continued from Page One
seven hits to win his 16:h game.
fie, games scheduled. •
The singeing Milwaukee. third
Rookie Tom Hughes was the loser.
"I think we have the stuff to ing wife and earrely," Khruarrehev
favor,'
cur
in
is
"Everything
Today's Games
e
Over in the American League,
all -the way," said the newly said. "At dinner something hap- baseman, living up to his preseago
been
"We've
declared.
.Hetenan
Kansas City at Detroit
the champagne is still on ice for
little manager. "We'll have pened-perhaps he • got up on the son vow that he was ;ming to
signed
know,
and
you
this
before
thromh
Chicago at Cleveland. night
to pick up a shortstop and a first wrong side of the bed-that is "make up for a lousy year" in have you looked at the schedule" the White Sox and they can get
New York at Washington. night
to pop the cork by beating the
Pressed a bit. Dykes why he deleiered that unhappy 1958, drove in five runs against
baseman."
Baltimore at Boston, night
the Pirates Monday night with his
Indians at Cleveland tonight.
added that he wants to strengthen speech."
All right, let's take a look.
Wednesday's Games
"Let us be condescending." he 42nd and 43rd homers.
Al Lopez is sending veteran
The Braves have five more
the bench and he'll need more
Kansas City at Detroit
His first homer carne eff loser garnes to play. two with the Pl- Early Lynn (20-.10) out to wrap
added. "Even the teaching of
consistent relief pitching.
Baltimore at Boston
the Bob Friend with two on in the
pennant
It was Dykes' turn to be con- Christianity tells us to forgive
ates at Pittsburgh and the last up the White Sox' first
New York at Washinge n, night
fident, although Detroit in the trespasses of others. Let us con- fifth. The ballt raveled over the three at home an Milwaukee in 40 yea's, and Joe Gordon—still
Only games scheduled.
heart, roof of the right field samds at
at the helm for Cleveland—is
past two years heard almost the sider he spoke not from the
against the last-place Phillies.
it was Forbes Field. a feat previously
countering with rookie Jim Perry
same words from departed man- not from the mind, but
accompeshed by only five players,
an unhappy incident."
(12-9) in the hope of keeping the
1411ELADELPHIA — Ray Lan- agers Jack Tighe and Bill Nor- just
The speech capped a busy day including Babe Ruth and Mickey
Indians alive.
caster. 147. Spartansburg, N. C., man.
bark-slopping Mantle. Mathews' secone homer
If the Indians should win, they
The signing of Dykes Monday of hand-shaking,
TKO over Sailor Whitey Porr,
for the Soviet came with one on off reliever
would cot the White S 33C' lead tc
ended several weeks of specula. and sight-seeing
151'2, New York.
leader including his first close- Bennie Daniels in the ninth and
2e2 games. If the White Sox win,
up look at' an American industrial bieught the Milwaukee strengboyet
all the mathematics go out the
plant and a spur-of-the-moment runs-batted-in total to 109 for the
window.
Up stepped the little man with the big
meeting with rank-and -'file un- season.
wasn't
Spahn
men.
m
Southpaw Warren
cigar,
Was Far More Cordial
exactly admiring the scenery, eithalpremier
the
speech,
In the
er
Said, come here Cat, let me sell you a
so revealed that he had heard of
Spalm Got 20th
•
durincident
a tomato throwing
The veteran lefty registered his
car.
streets
ing his drive through the
20th victory for the 10th time in
I signed my name, I gave my money,
of Los Angeles.
his 15-year major league career
"Someone threw a tomato-it even though Don McMahon had
I bought a car from Little Bonnie ...
may have been a very good toma- to bail hen out in the ninth when
to-and the chief of police deeded to deprive us of the pleasworker, ard food prices with emLOUISVILLE (1.1111 — Tabulation
ure of visiting your land of fanoi a super market.
1In the second week's UPI Coaches'
lasy. Digaggilmod„" he said.
a
with
off
started
premier
The
Khrushchev was far more
Kentucky high school football ratCruise of San FratielsCO Bay
ings (1st place votes in parenthI dial than he had been on previous aboard the Coast Guard cutter
Phone PL 3-5380
1 Mile Out, Concord Road
occas:ons. He said that in San
esis; 10 points for a 1st place
a
had
He
good-natured
Gresham.
Francisco he lett as if he were
vote, nine for a 2nd. etc):
P. Clark
B.
Cmdr.
with
talk'
among true friends.
1. duPont Manual 19)
-navies.
about
141
"I stopped the car at random
2. Highlands
on
l
now
concentrating
are
"We
116
and asked an ordinary heusewife
Owensboro Senior .....
3,
,Khrureconstructing our Navy,"
on the street what was her dear.
Flaget
4.
ekchev said. He watched 'without
1111)
est wish. and he said -peace...
5, Corbin
comment as the U. S. aircraft car82
no war." Those are the sentiXavier
St.
6.
rier "Ranger" passed by, but re73
ments that fill the minds of all
7. Henderson City (1)
marked hat the Soviet Union was
58
Mtizens in the Semiet Union, he
Ashland
8.
largely going to concentrate
47
said.
9. Caldwell County
submarines."
the
Xhrushchev said he hoped
31
10. Male
tipeeming talks with President
11. (Tie) Midlesboro and Paducah
Eisenhower would produce an
Tilghman 20: 12. Atherton 11: 13.
understanding which would lead
(Tie) Danville and Hazard 9; 15
'TOO H01"—Jayne Mansfield
of
universal
establishment
to
50'
Admission: Children . 35t Adults
Covington H Imes 8; 16. Shelbypresents this eye-catch aspeace.
pect as she does the title
ville 5; 17. Madisonville' 3: 18. (Tie)
40,410 A MAGNIFICENT NEW MOTION PICTURE'
"All prejudice and ill will must
song for film "Too Hot to
Elizabethtown, Whitesburg a n d
be discarded if we are to achieve
Handle" In Elstree, England.
Harlan 2.
solutions," he said. "We want to
understand your motives - but
tS
ti
there must be reciprocity."
Spent Busy Day
Xhrushchev spent one of the
1C.1.410 Ahl• •
711 CIINOCCO.0116
busieet days of his visit Monday.
LEXINGTON run — Kentucky
He discussed submarines with a
P1
*
Tee Germs eine ei 1
fans still were buzzing today about
officer,
with
peace
Guard
Coast
Ictialksorliiy sod fro• 1
the way the Wildcats gambled and
a left-wing labor leader. co-exisffrehrithil Ssyi ohne 1
tence with a leading businessman, lose in their 14-12 defeat by Georpay with a factory gia Tech Saturday night, but the
'Cats had precious little time for
post mortems.
They had to start getting ready
for a tough tussle here next Saturday night against Mississippi.
It will be a while, though, before the fans forget how quarterback ,.Lowell Hughes twice disdained to punt on fuorth down
even thhugh deep in his own
territ ry — and got away with it
Incorporated
both times by throwing perfect
passes for sizeable gains.
And they won't soon forget how
Kentucky came from behind to
more two second - half touchdowns after looking utterly miserable in the first half — then
We have a complete parts and service department ready
"went for broke." and missed on
two tries for two-point conversions.
to service your Volkswagon,
Even more controversial was the
decision to run for a first down
or touchdown from the hur-yard
line, instead of trying for a field
goal on fourth down with two
minutes to play.
It was a weird contest and a
startling performance by the WildDELIVERS IN PADUCAH FOR
cats, but an altogether entertaining one on Stoll Field Saturday
Includes deluxe bumper guards, heater, turn signals, trans.night, with most • farm agreeing
that the 'Cats deserved a better
portation dealer acceptance charges and 6,000 mile guarantee,
fate.
Tech scored both its touchdowns
in the first period, one by earn
of its two offensive platoons. The
first score came on a 26-yard pass
from Freddie Braselten to Butch
%
UP?—Robert Dow
Carter. the second cm an,11-yard
WHAT'S HE GONNA BI WHEN HE GROWS
on the galen &weep by Floyd Fauceke.
Hamilton, Jr., and his dad put finishing touches
Hamilton back yard
Then camp that wild second half
lows the boy and friends built in the
said the boy
who was in the
with Hughes
DIAL 57900
In Columbus, 0. Hamilton, Sr., an attorney,
racers, etc. —
soapbox
houses,
game on offense only because Jerthings—tree
build
to
liked
•
hang
1049 Kentucky Ave.
ry Eiseman had been injured :n
Paducah, Ky.
and that he gave his o.k. to this gruesome project,
the first period — throwing away
it all. Man at right works for Hamilton.
,
the baok

NOW OPEN
CAMPUS CASUAL
SHOPPE
(Next To The Collegiate Restaurant)
We wish to invite everyone to visit us in our
new shoppe and to look through our new fall
fashions. We feature the latest styles, colors
and fabrics at prices which will please a thrifty
shopper.

Khrushchev

DYED - TO - MATCH

by RITZI FIT

STARTS FRIDAY!

• BERMUDAS - SLACKS - SHIRTS
• RAINWEAR by Raingarb and Weatherby
• COSTUME JEWELRY by Bern-Friedman
• HOSE, SOX, LEOTARDS by Archer
• GIFT ITEMS by Woodcraft
-

I

isake-hrme

WYNN'S
Sales & Servicii

Authorized VOLKSWAGON Dealer

$1690"

lUR GROCER

Dmpany
:hestnut St.

wyNN

-

MEN"S CASUAL WEAR

by "His"

Jackets - Shirts - Sweaters - Trousers
and Underwear
- * MRS. ILA

MAE BARRON

MRS. JULIUS COOPER
— Owners —

—1
r
I1 MAKE THIS AMAZING TEST AND I1

I1

SEE FOR YOURSELF!
i:r4‘

II
I

I

ia

The skirt was
Sanitone Dry Cleaned
by

The jacket by
another cleaner. Our
Sanitone service
won hands down!

SPECIALS!

a brand new 1960 VOLKSWAGON

,R
IP

*

Fans Buzz
Over Gamble
That UK Tool

77

)ther Milk!

$9.98

• SWEATERS by Nan Dorsey
• BOWLERS (Peddle Pusher Type)

Bonnie Garrison Used Cars

III

c Has More

$5.98 & $6.98)
Sweaters(

Skirts ('6.98) -

United Press
High School
Ratings

I'M HAPPY!!

Murray, Ky.

1411 W. Main St.

SALES SERVICE

1

(Monday through Thursday)
SWEATERS

only

49c

BLANKETS

only 99*

PLAIN SKIRTS

only

49#

TIES (3 or more)

only

100

S SUITS
'
MEN

only 990

(These Prices Cash and Carry)
—TWO

LOCATIONS —

Boone Laundry & Cleaners
So, Side Court Square

PL 3-2552

13th & Main Street

PL 3-2554

• .-

•

L.
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Lochie Landolt, Editor

Phone PL 3-4707 or
ID 6-3327

Vimmr4/0 Vole
College Women s
Society Sponsors
Luncheon

Social Calendar

Tuesday, September Klad
The Murray State College WarnMurray Star chapter No. 433
er s Society sponnared a luncheon
women newcomers to the OES will meet at the Masonic
f •
of officers
fs:ulty and staff on Saturday. Hall for the installation
evening.
Seetember 19 at 1 pm. at Murray at 7:30 in the
•
•
••
C. eeee H:gh.
The Calloway County Democratelastses who invited newcomic Woman's Club will meet at the
ers to be their guests were people
House at 6 p.m. for
who have lamed the college family Murray Club
Reservations
a d:nener meeting
in the last two years and officers
must he called to Mrs. Garnett
en i committee chainnen ot the
Jones or Mrs Genge Ed Overbey
occrety.
by Monday, September 2.1.
Mrs Cal Luther, chairman of the
••••
Pnwcornere Cemmittes, served as
The Alumni Chapter or Alpha
teastrrestress. She introduced the
Sigma Alpha wee meet at sevengents and the ()titters al the
thirty o'clock in the home of Mrs.
soesty. The president, Miss Ruble
Stub Wilson. 113 North Fourteenth
E. Smith. invited the guests to
Street.
bi:'..arne members of the organize• • ••
t. - 71. She announced the tea welch
Wednesday, September 23rd
is II open the year on October 4
Ladies Day at the Calloway
et Woods Hall.
.
Mrs D n Hunter. social corn-,
- e
trettee c.hairman. assisted :n the \
Wedding
r ins for the luncheon. The group
V.:15 served by the College High
F i.ech club under the direction
M
ilers. C. S. emery.
••••
Mess Jean Goard. daughter ot
Mrs. Olin Moore has completed
her wedding plans.

If
Plans Are
Complete For GoardKuntz Crem
eony

PERSONALS

Country Club will feature a luncheon at neon in the club house.
H.astesses for the occasion are
Mrs. Rig:en James, Mrs. William
Jeffrey. Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mrs.
elide Jones, Mrs. Conrad Jones
and Mrs. Garnett Jones.
••••
Thursday, September 24th
Tne Magazine Cub will meet at
2 30 in the afternoon at the Murray Blectric Building. Speaker will
be Mrs_ Edwin Larson. Mrs. B. F.
Scherffius will be hostess.
••••
The Murray Sub-District og the
M V F will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Fire Methodist Church.
••••
Saturday, September 26th
The Woman's Association of the
College Presbyterian Church will
have a nunrnage sale at the Amer:can Legion Hall beginneeg at 8
•• ••
The Alpha Department of the
Woman's Club will have a dinner
meeting at the Club House at 6
o'clock prn
.
Mr J. C. Winter will give the
program.
••••

Miss Goard and Mr. Charlie
Monday, September 24tb
Mack Kuntz of Dixon will be
Young Women's Sunday School
married
in
the
Perst
Methodist
Mr and Mrs Roy Smith anClass of the First Baptist Church
:. ence the arrival ot twin daugh- Church September 36 at 2:30 p.m.
will meet for the installation of
Officiating
will
be
the
Rev.
Waltee. Te:esa Kay and Lisa Gay,
ter blischke. pastor of the church. atticers at 7:30 at the h-rne of
P. :71 Friday. September 18th Mr.
Mrs Joe B. Sims 8th extended.
Shush is stationed in San FranAttendants for Miss Goerd are hirehlames Brown's group will be
c sco. Paternal grandparents are Mrs
David L
Hacker Jr. or in charge of the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith and Frankfort, matron of honor; Mrs.
••••
reitern.al grandparents are Mr and Mas n InIhregton. Murray. and
Sunday, October 4th
Mee nee Culver. all of Murray.
Miss Marsha Kay Riddle of MadChoral rehearsal .1 the Music
••••
isonville. bridesmaids: Miss Becky Deparnnent will be held at 2:30 at
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Stubble- Moore. a sister-at the bride.
junior the Club House
s
!.td Jr.. left Sundry.morning for 'bridesmaid.
• • • •
Ft Louts. Mo . and will attend . Mr Harold Ray Tow of Dixon
Disney Depicts Coast Guard
Ise National A.ssoc.atsen Retell will serve as
best man. Ushers
1. uggrst Convent:op this week.
Inselr Mr. Spencer Goard of
HOLLYWOOD
— Have of••
_rice'Ono. the'beikle's bristlii. ficers are trebled In the
Mr and Mrs. Joe Pace have re- Cr. Mr Gene Paul Sammons. Mur- Guard, the nation's oldest sea• - ned front a two weeks vacation ray. and Mr. Tommy Cock,
Dixon. going armed service. is depicted
,r. Tampa. Fla.
Music for the ceremony will be in Walt Disney's feaeurette. **Cruise
• • • •
furnished by Mr John Winter. of the Eagle.- The picture was
Mr and Mrs Galilee Wane; or organ:ask and Mrs. Charles Eider, filmed during the annual 017-day
sil.s Drug Company are le St. vocalist. - -- cruise of the training ship 'Eagle,"
I u.s. Mo. this week attendmg
All friends of the couple are a tall-maned squi*e-rieged barthe Retail Druggist Convention.
Invited ta attend the ceremony.
que.
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OLD MAN

WINTER
IS ON HIS WAY!

IS YOUR HOME
READY?

THE RUSH IS
STARTING!

Hurry!

Miss Linda Dell King and Mr. Gene Parker
Are Married In College Church of Christ

Hurry!

SERVICE LINES. CHECK YOUR EQUIPMENT
.... DO IT NOW!

.
44eCcinie In

and wall
tell-you all we know
about.thev.new- Ford Feloonl

1

The.: dresses were or organdy
-over pre:shed cotton designed with
a cumberbund and organdy bow
in the back. Mrs. Robinsons eown.
was in green and she earned a
!led
bouquet of ,green p -in

IT DOES SO MUCH

COSTS SO LITTLE

MURRAY
Natural Gas System
In

The New

City Hall Building

P La za 3-5626

We would like to point oat that it is necessary that all new

house piping, venti

and installstares of aPehainets be inspected and approved. This is most reasonabln
.nd -s done soled)
, for your own protection. It protect* your insurance coverage no
your home and contents. See the dealer of your choice and help yourself by hen,
ng Murray to have a full grown gas system — because it is yours

6115 * Start

TONITE thru THURS.
One Showing Per Nite
Ad
:
900
• Adults
Children under 12 Free
- No Passes Accepted LET'S TALI ABOUT STYLING FIRST!

MOST TREMENDOUS

MOTION PTIURE EVER
41- Mite

AS,

'I•••

You're going to be Amazed by the
Falcon's beauty. It has a low, sleek,
European flair in new, beautifully proport ion,A style. It has safe, "wide open"
visibility all around. Interior styling is
fresh and new, with smart looking,
durable upholstery: In a nutshell, the
Falcon is Ford's way of proving that a
true economy _Car dotsn't need to loolt,
ride or feel like one.
ter\

:Asir

CECIL B DE MILLE S

THE TEN
COMMANDMENIS
nit

Med

hbiON BRYNNER. BAXTER
(,/ritrat
frmatt.i';
ROBINSON • DE CARLO
PAGET ...DEREK
5 5 CAZAtiC

51 NA

555155

FAR DWICKE • FOCH • SCOTT

"Joan ANDERSON • marl PRICE
-ass I. vim A AO":4445
MSC 4 rent
50k SCJ/55,..ty
•••••,,I.
•-••••••••

SO urs TALK

ABOUT THAT!

The Falcon uses the latest type of
single-unit construction ;like the fabulous Ford Thunderbird', This adds
extra inches everywhere inside- , and it
makes the car one solid, silent, integrated structure.
Along with its all-new size ... there
are lots of other things, like extra-big
brakes and light-finger steering, that
make the Falcon a delight to drive.
And the Falcon is. so maneuverable,
it makes driving in city traffic a cinch!

7:1S

"OWTECHNICOLeil

We Are Striving For 9.50 Users By The Ead Of The Season

To start with, in the all-new, New-Size
Ford-the Ford Falcon-you save, but
never "do without!" You get modern,
fine-car styling ... six-people-big room
and comfort .. . a car that's born and
bred for the American road! And you
get it from Ikarborn, Michigan, automotive capital of the world.

LARIVE lh THEATRE

Join Your Neighbors -- Be Sure To Use

NATURAL GAS

Music
Department is
Held Recently

•

Open

CONTACT YOUR NATURAL GAS SYSTEM FOR

rj

I

tttttis7111/11

Hurry!

— SEPTEMBER 22, 1959

"Because" and Mrs. Darnall sang
present about the camp and ='The Lord's Prayer". The euartet's Meeting Of
pressed his gratitude for having
been chosen to represent the Muselect tons were "Faithful and
True" and "I Love You Truly".
sic Department. His selection for
The church was decorated for
the evening was "The Flight of
Ransky-Korthe ocension with a wrought iron
The Music Department of the the Burnbletne" by
arjh entwined in southern smells
v.
st
mH
ksooda
Murray Woman's Club met Tues- sae
eases for the evening were:
which held arrangementscbt win
day evening. September 18th for
gladioli banked with porn tp
mes Neva Allbritton, N. F.
its annual dinner meeting.
ch
William Thomas, H. W. Willeaves. On each side of tne.
Mrs. Stub Wilson, Chairman.
were wrought iron candlelabra
James Lassiter, John Ed Scott
called the meeting to order. After son,
holding white burning tapers. The the
M. G. Carman.
opening prayer, given by Mrs. and
•• • •
pews were marked with white Dulcey
Douglass, a song, "Bless
satin bows.
This House" was sung by Mrs.
For her daughter's wedding, Mrs.
Vernon Shown.
King chose a pink laoe over tafMrs. Wilson welcomedt the memdress.
shoes
feta
Her feathered hat,
bers and guests present, and save
and geves were black. She ware a
report on the geArai meeting
a corsage of white porn poms.
held earlier this month. Mrs. WilMrs. Parker was attired in 3
son stated that she was proud of
sepia lace over taffeta dress with
the fact that the Musc Department
matching shoes and hat. Her gloves
had twenty-three members preswere white. At her shoulde• was
ent at the general meeting.
pinned a white carnation corsage.
Announcements were made In
Immediately following Lie cerer.egard to the invitations received
mony a reception was given in
by the Music Department requestthe home of Mrs. Cecil 1.tts an
ing the Chorus to sing at the
aunt of the bride en the Hazel
October meeting of the Sigma
Hi,.11W ay.
Department and also to perform
' The bride's table was covered
in Hickman December 4th.
with a beige linen cloth. A four
Mrs. Wilson urged the members
tiered yellow and white wedding
to make an effort to attend the
cake featured a miniature bride
ALGERIA OFFER - France's
District Federation meeting in Maand groom. The base of tre cake
President Charles de Gaulle
rion on October 6th,
was decorated with greenery. The
records In Paris his plan for
Mr. Richard Farrell, head of the
cake knife w46 tied with a small
including
peace,
Algeria
Music Department at Murray State
yell,ev ribbon holding a yellow
complete independence withCollege, seeke to the group conmum
in four years and even secerning the Civic Music AssociaServing were Miss Donna Wil- tion,
cession from France. The
a new organization of local
eon, Mrs. Earl Steele and Mrs.
plan sends chills through
citizens interested in bringing to
Cecil Fitts.
the outnumbered French in
Murray artists in the fields of
(Radiophoto)
The couple left on en unariAlgeria.
Music, Drama and Lectures. Tht
_
unced wedding trip with the
membership drive opens October
bride wearing a green two piece
5th.
tayleared junio.:- frock w;in black
The program topic, "Eat, Sing,
accessories. She wore the orchid
and Be Merry" was arranged by
from her bridal bouquet.
Mrs. James Lassiter, and presentRehearsal Dinner
ed by Mrs. William Thomas, proMr. and Mrs. Robert 0. Miller
gram chaiiman. Mrs. Thomas inwei-e hosts at the rehensal dinner
troduced Milks Deanna Stern Dishonoring Miss Linda King and Mr.
trict Federation Woman's Club
MRS. GENE PARKER
Gene Parker at the Woman's Club
Music Conteet winner last year.
Miss Linda Dell King, daughter \nth ribbons. The Junior brides- House.
who spoke of her experiences in
The long dining table was centor Mr. and Mrs. Ouey King, and maids, dressed in lavender, carried
Louieville as one of nine !mallets
Mr. Gene Parker. s n or Mr. and lavender porn poem bouquets. Their ered with a silver compote hcld- in the state contest. Miss Story
Mrs. James A. Parker, were mar- halo veils were in matching col- ;rig an arrangement of white figi then played her selection, Rhapmums. Extending on each side
ried in an evening ceremony at ors.
sody in G Minor by Grahms, that
from the compote were lace ferns
the College Church of Christ.
won the Destruct contest elaninaMr. Gleh Cunningnana, acted as
intermingled
with
bp
mums.
White
OfSeptember 5 at sax o'clock.
tem.& for her.
best man for Mr. Parker Ushers
in
candles
candlelabra
were
placed
ficiatine was Bro. Paul Hodges. • were Mr. Earl Steele. an uncle of
Eddie Lee Grogan. winner of
The bride, given in marriage bly the bride, and Mr. Zane Cunning- at intervals the length of the the Egyptian Music Camp Contest.
'LIKE NOISES' - Test pilot
table.
her father, wore a waltz leapt ham.
sponsered by the it-al Music DeScott Crosseeld, who flew the
gown of Imported chantill:s !lice
partment,
then
told
the
members
Candlelighters were Mr. Gene
Miss King and Mr. Parker lireX-15 rocket plane on its
over taffeta. The long sleeves de- Paul King, the bride's brother. sented their anent:hints with gifts.
first powered flights illuss.gned with self covered buttons and Mr. Dale Parker, brother ci4f
trates to reporters at EdGuests were Mr. and M. Oury Z. rie Inunneresnarre Mr and Mrs.
at the fingertips. The bodies was the greem.
wards Air Fume Base,Calif.,
King, Mr. and M9.5 jassits A. Earl Steele, Mi. leAd )4rs. Guthrie
fitted in the back with tiny buthow he kept hearing strange
Spec.al Music for the ceremony Parker, NI.s G e 1, r g e Houston Churchill, Si:-. arQf Mrs. Josiah
tons and featured a bustle. Her waa„ sung a quartet
noises during the eight Finra. /toward 011/a, Miss
composed LYell. Mr. and Mrs. Jun Hay D•rnall.
skirt was scalkped at the hem- at Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Darnall, Robinson. Misses Paulette an d King. Mr. Patter, Mr. Gene Paul
ally, he said. be found his
line. The faigertip veil cf illusion Mr. Guthrie Churchill i.nd Wrs. Suzette Steele. Bro. and Mrs. Paul King. Sir. Dale Parker and the
helmet was bumping against
a .era ot seed
was attached
the canopy of the X-15.
Howard Olin. Mrs. Olei sang Hodges. Mr. Glen Cunningham, Mr.
pearls and sequins. She carried a
solid white orchid surrounded with
lily ot the valley,. net and knotted
satin streamers.
Men. Georee Houston Lyell.
Nashville. Tenn., served as matron
of honor. She was attired in a
yellow srgandy over taffeta nowt,
featuring a yellow satin cumberbund tied Ire the back with a large
bow. Her head piece was of yellow illusion, fashioned into a nalo
veil. Her bouquet was of matching
yellow porn twins tied with satin
ribbons.
M.s. J.m Ray Robinson was a
bridesma.d. Junier bridesmaids
HOW BIG WILL THE ALL-NEW FORD '
were Miss Paulette Steele and
FALCON 1E? HOW MANY PEOPLE WILL
Miss Suzette Steele. both cousins
of the bride.
I IT CARRY? ifOW ABOUT POWER?

LIT'S TALK ABOUT TN ALL-NEW
FALCON'S SIX-PASSE/IGEN SIZE!
Available in both 2- and 4-door models,
both models will have full-width seats
accommtxlating six. There's room for all
their luggage:" too, with 265"4 more
luggage space than the t Wo most popular
foreign ram Pretty amazint isn't it?
The main reason is the way the Falcon
Is

•

LET'S TALK ABOUT "" •
THE FALCON'S PERFORMANCE!

The all-new engine is up front, where
exhaustive crash tests, skid tests and
handling tests prove it should be, for
safety and stability. It has six cylinders
... is of the world's most modern design
yet it's built on full-proven principles.
It will deliver up to 3(1 miles per gallon
on regular gas, only needs oil changes
every 4,0(X) miles. The engine is -also
water cooled, which permits use of a
water-type heater that's safer and never
robs you of gas mileffge! Unlike many
cars of its size. the Falcon's available
with automatic drive, too.
AND NOW WE'VE SIMPLY GOT TO
14 TELL YOU ABOUT THE FALCON'S
FABULOUS EXPERIEPKI RUN!

BUT THE FALCON'S ECONOMY
IS MEASURED IN MANY MORE WAYS
THAN GAS AND Oil SAYINGS1
Take the price. Though we can't give
you the figure just yet, we can tell you
this: the low, low price of the Falcon
will help prove to you that it's the
savingest car, right from the slant.' What's
more, the main body understructure is
heavily zinc-coated to protect it against
corrosion through the years. Front
fenders are bolted on for easier, more
('Cl ncunical servicing. Insurance will
probably cost you less. And Falcon
service will be available everywhere,
•
using standard American tools.
We've just been able to scratch the
surface of the Falcon news here. Conte
in. Bring all your questions. But make
it soon. We have many orders already.

COMING OCTOBER
THE NEW-SIZE FORD

It tops off a rugged 3-year, 3,000000mile test, program. A fleet of Falcons is
now 'traveling over every numbered
U. S. highway in the country. It's from
the drivers' logs on this run that we got
the "30-miles-to-a-gallon" mileage figure.
Some of the Falcons are driving aroundthe-clock-and new records are rolling
in every day. ge

This Easiest Car In th• World to Own

PARKER MOTORS muli-\.kv
ONLY YO.UR FORD DEALER HAS A-1 USED CARS AND TRUCKS

-
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; the camp and exgratitude for having
to represent the Munt. His selection for
was "The keight of
ee" by Rimeity-Kor-

PACE YIVL

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LOST-FOUND

ir the evening were:
ova Allbritton, N. Fg
Thomas, H. W. Wilissiter, John kd Scott
'unman.
••••

CE
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Times, North Fourth Street. Also six dieferent colors in rall
S-26-NC
labels.
I DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
COLD
WAVE
SPECIALS
on
'Prompt service. Trucks dispatchW
j
aeyaculaynedsInhT:pob.rutAs
rhseidrlao:b:reauaa-st 30 DIFFERENT COLORS in penedzadtBo
rTe
ed by two-way radio. Call collect
cils. What ever color pencil yau Mayfield, Phone 433. If no ans•
for
it.
map war call collect Union City. Ten'
Good
$6.50, including cut and styling.'need, we have
Evelyn Randolph has joined our . work, or anythaig where differ- 'lessee, phone TU 5-9361 .. AFC
staff of operators. She invites her ent colors are needed. Olifice Sup
servply Departeneot, Ledger a ri d ELECTROLUX SALES and
ee. Write C. M. Sanders, Box e13,
9-24P
Murray, Ky.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

,

DFPIR — France's 61,
Charles de Gaulle
Paris his plan for
including
peace,
Independence withears and even serum France. The
Is chills through
mbered French in
Ifialtopttoto)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

9-Number
4-Musical
dramas
7-P-iman gods
11-High isri
9-Look fixedly
10-River in Italy
11-Near
17-FxclamatIon
19-Syrnhoi for
tellurium
21-solar disk
23-Food
program
25-Intrudes
21-Stage
whlapers
27-Landed
property
211-Warblvd
30-Dregs
Li'Toll
35-”artner

(31103000 WOIDOU
COWDela =MOM

1 -Imitated
MUM MOW MT
5-Soft drink
9-RePort
aj
WIW WM=
12-Riser in
MUMOP
TO
Siberia
0121B0000 MaiiM
13-Heroic event
MOM 00M2
14 -Small child
15-Indennit•
MONO
article
EM1
IS-Pigeon
ID! OMER U0A
reel' letter
for
orntini
Wo BAUM DOICIA
tantalum
DODO 04E1D3A
12-Flock
MMEilgO ii131030
24-S11kworm
2'?- Pines
29-Metal
4111-Parmageway 40- A letract
fastener
being
40-Dtrtles
Si - A I,tract
Ii'Man's
it-Negative
Aetna
nickname
63-A state
g•-flopmf.rh
42-Chinese mile
(abbr.)
sr-Petitioned
Ili-Annear
scat.
iii-Not•
U-Nod
•
14-tkint• nf
40-Form
NI-Parent
lit-Uppermost
1117-rmirt eam•
(cotton I
nart
away
43-Packed
ae-Paired
41-Noter
1 2 3 4 211
5- a 7 4 ..,',79 10 I I
,
43-Afelean
anteinnea
Amfl.no;
e..,4
12
45- A rtertmon
15
e'Velis 1?
r0is 19
narty
•:„...4..::::
eorseoln•
::::::
49-rInth
1
fc
02o
r23 26
21 .•22
• Irta
f11014.13,.
in-Treland
e31
2ii'Ltee.20
10
511-Fate
ga.‘vnt• of grate
ti-Cry
:vt4
32
ii1
57..ri•ento a
...,,,
At•torhanc•
37
31I ,,:::;439
40
1111-7teheew
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ty appointments. Judy's Beauty
Ste p, 103 N. 5th St.. Open even,ngs by appointment. Call PLaza
9-22-C
3-6802.
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SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS—
Repair on all makes, repaired,
serviced, cleaned. Parts and supplies available. Contact your local Singer Sewing Machine representative Bill Adams, 212 N. 12th
St. Phone PL 3-1757.

I

HELP WANTED

JANTZEN

WE BOUGHT SEVERAL 220 Volt
electric heaters. Now we want
100 more. We do any type of
electrical work. Dill . Electric, Ph.
9-19C
PLaza 3-2930.

..131q13P

FINISHER. Experience
STEAM
preferred. Boone Laundry and
Cleaners, South side Court Square,
Murray, Kentucky.
9-23C

Plus other rich Stereo Tones
and Textures from the Keynote Collection. "Piano Roll"
takes the herringbone and
makes a point of it left and

AUCTION SALE i

right Cr. the collar, a counterpoint at back.
We predict a

I

FOR SALE,

I

HOT POINT ELECTRIC Range
in excellent condition. Only $65.
Phcine PL 3-4851.

Matched "Sweater Skirt".
11.98.

%.:.
y toted

Both in wool-Acrilan knit.
Jantzen initial jewelry
in compatible colors.

MR. K. ESCORTS MRS. E.—Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchey
escorts Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower to dinner at the state
affair he gave fur the Eisenhowers in the Soviet embassy.
Washington. Trailing them are Mrs. Nina lehrushchey and
Mae John Eisenhower, the President's son.

This skirt also comes in
plaid featuring
the following lovable fall

combination
HEAT F1O3d THE INSIDE

raw YORK run — Not all
IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY summer heat comes from the sun.
FISCAL COURT IN THE MATTER Heat-absortiang moisture from in.
OF DISCONTINUANCE OF A doer cooking,.washing and bathing
ROAD ACROSS THE PROPERTY
will send temperatures up, accordOF BROWN MORRIS, JEWEL ing to the Allied Chemical Corp.
MORRIS, WYBERT MORRIS AND Exhaust fans in kitchens, bathMRS. AdAGGIE NEWBERRY
rooms and washing-machine rooms
NOTICE
may be a good Investment.
The Fiscal Court of Calloway'
County now has under consideration the petition of Brown Morns
TRUCKING ON UP
to discontinue and abandon through

colors:
— DRIFTWOOD
CAMEL
— TANGERINE

STORM DOORS
°rid WINDOWS!•

GIRLS COAT. ALSO DReSSlas, and over his land, which road is
DETROIT aell — Trucks haul
sizes 9 - 10 Phone PL 3.-299.1
described as follows,
9-24/3 Beginning on a dirt road run1,000,001e0e0 tons of freight a year
—more than any other type of 1
ning North from the home of
according to the 1958 edicarrier,
the
alone
and
Maggie Newberry
ten of Motor Truck Facts.
East line of the petitioner and
The stateateal haadbook also rebeginning at this petitioner's
veals that truck transportation
Southeast corner stud corner be7.4°0.000 persons dl I
ing the Northeast corner of now - employs
every 10 workets in
one oil'
Maggie Newberry from this
point North to where the road the"'
Met Stuart. 194. from the Dodd. Mead & Co. novel:
C
distributed by King Features Syndicate.
intersects a gravel hishway
known as the Almo-Shilo Road.
poblic is hereby notified that
stash permission will be granted
and proper waters entered if no
, tees less' '
; •"-Fero
1 'T n;‘,
!the second blanket over Perky corral feeee or ye"
...y a
I. ••• ever
I...;
objection to this petition is filed
elle and caree over to the side weanged hke
••
Iilth
Lt.
is •,:er.
Finally. the timing we with the Counee Judge of Calloa,. oild of the forming g:ave.
• i sue
Doe was soberly thoughtful not the way Packy did things at
way County on or before the Mb
• tbe r evonsibiete of prog
iir
nia Flee reach afa tn answer to AsbelLa questioning this time al day."
of November, W58.
day
she
has
reill
4,
eat!
Ina
roes.. tees
Hughle's glance ran all at
.parties. glance. he nudied.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Phone
Mt •ntion to 111.11* eseepit ea,
Corner at 4th & Main
to
the
Aslell
all
right
wale
were
fniremin.
"You
hr..7.1::
ranch
the cleartng, his face.
As ree
FISCAL COURT
for ,1 1., ma! e t le decisions sad= Lbilt. Peaky never felt the e exit
"Me, I'd sure like to carte up
By Waylon Rayburn, Judge
the g•roblt••••• alme.
In suing tie round'. of line maws of the flames. He was (teal, well with whoever pulled that text:.
9-8-15-22C
. on the Rig rive. Ashen found the
a
l'acky Lane never did enybcdy
match vetetan. Ps kg bane. dead In
asked
Asbell
cabin.
flreswept
anywould
the
his bunk In
harm in his life. Why
NANCY
Link's report to Sue has angered her. briefly
one want to kill him?"
because of lais nutseatinn that
again. "Through
nodded
D
A
sci
e
P
th
of
result
wag murdered as •
PUT ON
"Maybe," Asvell remar Ii d
Icing by the
And.
f ud of Jonas Delmar sad Bardo the head
with Stove father. Jonas hi destruction of bone and tissue. slowly, "we'll know the ve.y,
SOME OF'
suihn-s.'
les
Sue's
enaw
father of one of
when and if we get to
HOW CAN I GE
-Delmar. and co-olierer wfth the bellet came out of a rifle."
peon
nk
MY OLD
doe, hrre, and
Hughie Logan. all eyes and who Weil, we're
fiaintwoo of the Double Diamond
THAT BULLY
--?
there's no point in hang.ng
HOME
ranch.
face
his
from
sweat
mopped
CLOTHES
ears,
Ashen has other reason for anger
around."
ME
FOR
LAYING
Jonas Iinlmar hos made no preNnae and looked at Asbell accusingly.
IS
of ,oncern over happrelass to either
Presently they rode the creek
"Last night you didn't say anyPocky or Link and incited en* of his thing about Packy being shot. flats to where Doe's bucebsard
owe+ ,va, gir. Wing... to attack Link.
Lint; licked Wingo. tat he le aware You kind of let it hang that may- and team waited under the alders.
OK.
that Delmar will not be discouraged be Packy accidentally burned to
Do: dismounted with his 4dt
br that.
rone
lead
the
cabin"
turned
death in that
bag. Asbell
"Last night." Asbell said, "I of the horse Doc hart ridden over
CHAPTER 7
for
what
sure
tufa
know
didn't
Hughie Logan.
to
OAT collar turned up and •
had happened. I might have had
"See you later. cowboy. Right
muffler about his throat to a hunch, but I didn't want to say
now I got places to go and people
Id off the morning's chill. Doc too much until I was sure."
to talk to."
Jerome guided his buckboard
"But we know. now!" Hughle
Hughie lingered. eyeing Asbell
team out of,town and held to the exploded. "Somebody shot him.
road as far as Burro Waah, after Who and why, is what I'd like to with some anspicion.
which he cut northwest across know!"
"You wouldn't be hunting more
are,
the empty plains, aiming for the
Still for a moment, Anbell trouble, would you? If you
solid
run
don't
shadowed break in the
stared out across the clearing. then I better tag alone. I
Hills
Which
Saddleback
IL' A—BNER
of the
mind you showing up with a
He shrugged enigmatically.
marked the mouth of Rosebud
"One mime is as good as an- black eye, but I'd hate to see you
saddle."
your
Creek canyon.
I'M DELIVERING AP/NOTES
brought in across
other. I expect."
"I'm looking for advice, not
ON -ER - BIRD -WATCHING TO
When he struck the creek flata,
"Damn the guesses!" Hughie
MY PUBLISHER. THEN I'LL
he found Link Asbell and thighle said. "You roust have some trouble," Asbell assured. "You
scatter along. And don't spread
Akan waiting there for him.
RETURN TO POLISH UP
idea ?"
MY PROSE Asbell shrugged amain. "May- the word. Whoever did this thee!,
Doc swung his ...cantle° a halt
they got us fooled."
hi a little grove of cre it alders be, maybe not. pike 1 said --all let them think
shrugHuglee
enough,"
"Fair
get
Now
thing
let's!
this
and tethered It. He tied his pro- a guess
around
fessional kit bag to the saddle of done." He bent 'o his shovel ged. 'Did don't you ride
day dreaming."
the metre mount Asbell had again.
Hughie departed at n Joe, headWhen It was finished, the morbrought along. Both Asbell and
unHughle Logan had digging tools tal remains of Perky Lane. ing homewards. Doe, having
the
slung to their saddles, while As- blanket wraeped. were laid care- tied his team, climbed into
bell in a tiela roll behind the fully away, the grave filled arei buckboard. Soberly he locked at
cantle, also had a couple of old meunded over. Remained now Asbell.
"Link, there could be more Bon
only the fire scar with the blackbtanksts.
&laic climbed antreee and they ened stove and iron bune to re- idle chatter in what Hughie Just
WOVerl into the careon. When mind that this had once been said"
"How's that!" Ashen asked.
they topped out on the rim and human habitation; these and the
Doe, thoughtfully frowning. lomoved along into the higher hill small sprawled area of the pole
cated a pipe in his Coat pocket,
country, morning sunlight fell in corral.
By the gate post of this. Link packed and lighted it before going
long, slanted lances throEgh
Asbell indicated a spot about on.
lanes of timber.
"Last night I did some thinkThey cleared the rise and broke which green flies were busy.
"Nothing attraeta files like ing. On the way out here this
out of the thinning timber into
e the open flat beyond and here spilled blood, Doe,. I figure it was morning I did more. That ruckus
— MIME an' SLATS
I reined up. In the bright light of right here that Packy went in the Imperial- -the -mate I think
am
I
convinced
snore
the
it
was
on
even down."
morning the fire soar
WE'VE CANCELLED
uglier than it had seemed yes"Probably," Dar agreed. "The i that Jonas Delmar and Barer)
THEIR.APPOINTMENTS,
lay afterneun. .T h e acrid killer was lying in wait, out in Sampson started the trouble deSIR rr — SOMEONE-,
liberately. Now, knowing for cerbreath of charred embers still the timber ?"
held, and on the burned-bare
MORE IMPORTANT,'
Asbell spun up a cigarette, tain what happened to Preky
springs of the bunk. yesterday's licked it Into shape
Lane, laet night's affair gets
SUDDENL`I ARRIVED!!
grimmest reminder atie lay.
"That's right. And after he uglier by the minute."
Doc Jerome swung his glance dropped reeky he set out to
Doe's frown became a hard.
back Ares forth sevrral limes cover up, to make it appear epeculative ;quint. "With Mike
then dientounted and wishing his Pawky had accidentally berned to Vincent gone. could it be they're
kit hag.
death in the cabin That waa how out to stir up the old trouble,
While Doc shucked his coat. I had it floured."
do you think?"
rolled up his sleeves, opened his
Asbell considerei his engem"
Hugele Lognn spoke up. 'What
kit beg and knelt beside the fig- made you See It as something osirefully. Finally he shroereed•
ure They flail placed on a blanket, more than an accident?"
only know that Mike's words
liok Ashen and Mettle Logan
A Abell indeated the spot about will always be good enottgh for
picked the site for the grave.
which the green flies buzzed.
Rae. Doe. You lorre
Though they labored furiously,
t• kg. Then there used to say. Thro' do not like
"This. for
they had tie ir tall: free tean mei' ,A7A the fart that Paeky's saddle us and they never will!'"
done when Doe Jerome spread, wasn't In Its usual place on the
(Continued Tomorrow)
et:

best-seller

at 9.98.

FOR RENT

Legal Notice

"
I.911

blues

LADY FOR GENERAL WORK in
bakery. 4 to 5 days weekly. Some
experience as saleslady necessary.
Apply in person. Outland's Bakery,
9-24C
Murray.

"MY HAT SHOP NOW OPEN."
Latest buckrarn frames, velvet
AUCTION SALE SATURDAY,
feathers, veiling, and glue for September 30th, 10:00 a_rn. rain or
making hats. Dell Finney, '2e6 shine at the Charlie Miller Farm
9-23C
Poplar.
two miles west of Dexter, Kentucky on Alm° Route one. Will
sell all household furnishings,
farming Loa and miscellaneous
items. Possibly several real old
BRICK DUPLEX. 5 ROOMS, items. Douglas Shoemaker Auct1.2
bath, oil furnace, and garage. No. ioneer. Farm to be sold privately.
14th Street. Phone PL 3-3843. , Attend this sale, also see farm.
9-23C Mr. and Mrs. Miller do not live
in county, reason for selling.
1TC
THREE ROOM APARTMENT, unfurnished, hot and cold water.
Phone PL 3-5550 after 2 pen
9-TJC I

STARTED De KALB PULLETS. 4
to 5 months old. Murray Hatchery.
9-23C

. 42
11:
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ISIS' — Test pilot
Wield, who flew the
•ket plane on its
..ered flight, tUtu,'.
reporters at EdForce Bass, Calif.,
ept hearing strange
ring the tight. Finsaid, be found his
es bumping against
iopy of the X-15.

TPT)GE'R

This skirt also comes in solid
colors as listed above.

I

estary Syrids-de. Inc. 21

We have a wide assortment of the prettiest sweaters
that are being shown this fall. We have sweaters in
the above mentioned colors and DRAG SHAG Sweaters

TOUCH CALE

that are perfect coordinates for these plaid skirts, too.
SEE OUR BEAUTIFUL

By MATT STUART

4 -

CONVERSATION PIECE

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

Variety Shop

SCOTT DRUG CO.

)n!

•
Across From Woods Hall
PL 3-9804
W. Olive

PLaza 3-2547
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by Al Capp

LITTLE DO THEY SUSPECT THAT I'VE
CAUGHT EVERY REPRESSION—EVERY UGLY
DRIVE ON PAPER—WITH THEIR OWN
WORDS; THE CRITICS WILL ONCE AGAIN
HAIL ALABAMA BROWN AS THE
SHAKESPEARE OF THE EGO,'

in 11•• 0.4 I P•
Car ,A1. 1A•••4 Poo..

A$14

by Raeburn Van Buren
I DON'T RECALL
THE NAME.
WHAT DOES HE
WANT TO SFF
ME ABOUT?

LI'L ABNER
YOKUM
—OF
DOGPATCH .

.....--•••-•/•• •.. ••••...•••

1,41160.,_°
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THAT MATCH OUR SKIRTS AND SWEATERS

HE WANTS TO
SHOW YOU SOME
PICTURES HIS
LITTLE BCH
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Psychiatrist Challenges His
Profession On Known Cures

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

a

TVESI)A1 - SEPTEMBER 22, 1959

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.•Atill!

Deteethe Alex Lazar holds tie fatal knife before eye*
of an apparently uass dUng Daniel Prokaskl.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
41111.1•.. •tAMA-STI.W•INC-LY PR000tT.0 A B re././ED,

RARELY HAS THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
PROBED SO DEEPLY INTO A WOMAN'S HEART!

Robert Jedlow ski

COREN-HUAB
NTER
:f•TT

EtrQSARA

4111
•EF•am

GEORGE

eA CEN • NICHOLS. WYNN -SANDERSa.

IMF

Roberta Skirmont

ROMANCE ENDS IN FATAL KNIRNG-A romance in Chicago
:..at ended in a fatal knifing finds Daniel Prokaski, 20,
under arrest and Robert Jedlowski. 16, dead. Police said
there was a duel over the affections of Roberta Skirmont,
17, and that she fled with Prokaski after the duel. The rivals
were members of different gangs, police said.

NOW. ()
CHEVROLET

TRUCKS
WITH REVOLUTIONARY

Cheris *one the next best thing to
paving every road in America!
First they threw out the front axle
and put in torsion-spring independent
suspension. Then they built wide-base
coil rear springs into most light-duty
models, variable-rate leaf springs into
heavies. That made it-a ride you have
to feel to believe. A ride that lets you
move faster to get more work done in
a day's time.

Brawnier bulldozer hued!

sized that "large numbers of
By DELOS .SMITH
mental patients recover with
UPI Science Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - A psy- little or no treatment." Then how
chiatrist has challenged his pro- does the psychotherapist know
fession by showing that he and whether his patient wouldn't have
his colleagues have no truly sci- recovered without help?
.He cited neurotics in particular.
entific basis for believing they
Psychoanalysis has had spechelp people by working on their
tacular suocesses with some peominds psychologically.
Psychological treatment of the •ple neurotically ill. This isn't
emotionally disturbed is called disputed. But . "various studies
psychotherapy. It includes psy- show that the percentages of
choanalysis, "conditioning," and "spontaneous" recoveries among
just simple "talking it out." No neurotics vary between- 40 and
one should doubt it does help 70 per cent," he said.
Indeed, these past studies have
people-some people.
For instance. Gerry Mulligan, indicated "the percentage of rethe jazz musician, as on TV just coveries does not usually run
the other night. crediting psycho- higher in groups of treated paanalysis with permitting him to tients than in those untreated."
One such comparision of the
give up the drug habit permatreated with the untreated led to
nently.
a psychoBut to anyone ho "adheres to the conclusion "that
neurotic patient has a slightly
the principles of science." whethgreater chance of recovering if
er people are actually helped by
away from a psychopsychofherapy "can hardly a- he stays
than if he goes to one."
mount to more than an opinion," therapist
Wants Thorough Study
said Dr. Ian Steverwon of the
That psychotherapy helps paUniversity of Virginia.
tients, is, of course, "an importNeglect ,Testing
conviction" of most psychiIt's a deplorable thing to say. ant
atrists. However. continued Stebut psychiatrists have only themvenson. many. physcians of the
selves to blame. They have neg17th to the 19th century were
lected to subject the results they
convinced that bleeding patients,
the
to
with
psychotherapy
get
helped them.
scientific tests which prove beStevenson addressed his profesyond dispute whether drugs and
sional brethen through the Amerother medical treatments work or
:ran Psychiatric Assn. He wanted
don't work , he said.
study the results they
The result is that the good -of them te
get from the various forms of
psychotherapy can't be proved
on as strictly a
scientifically. Stevenson ernpha- psychotherapy
scientific basis as they can manage.
This will be extremely difficult
because "as everyone should
know." the mind is not subject
to the scientific checks and counter-checks which can be applied
to, say, the stomac and liver
when medication are being used
to influence their behavior.
But every effort should be
made to have solidly scientific
knowledge of the results of psychotherapy, so that eventually a
physican can have a good idea
in advance of the results he will
be able te get with it, just as he
now has a good idea of what a
particular drug will do. Stevenson said.

Frames are stronger, cabs 67% more
rigid. Front wheels and tires are precision-balanced. And that rieW suspension cushions jars and road shock that
used to spell slow death for the truck's
body and sheet metal.

Big in the power department!
With the industry 's oust advanced

THAT GIVES ASTONISHING NEW

SHOCKPROOF
ACTION"

1958 4-dr. 6-cyl. Biscayne, straight shift.
1957 4-dr. Bel-Aire V-8 PowerGlide. 2tone green, one owner.
1957 4-dr. Bel-Aire Hardtop, V-8 PowerGlide. Solid white with black and
red interior. A little doll!
1956 2-door Del-Ray 6-cyl. PowerGlide.
Two-tone.
1956 4-dr. V-8 PowerGlide. Ky. car, new
tires, two-tone green.
1956 2-dr. 6-cyl. Straight shift, 2-tone.
1956 4-dr. V-8. Straight shift, extra good
car.
1955 2-dr. 6-cyl. Straight shift, seat covers, brown and white.
1954 4-dr. 210 PowerGlide. A very nice
car!
1951 2-door PowerGlide, Kentucky car,
good tires.

1
1
cl

•
al
a

FORDS
1957 Fairlane 4-dr. Straight shift, green
and white.
1956 2-dr. V-8 Overdrive, Ky. car.
1956 2-dr. 6-cyl. Straight shift, green and
white.
1955 4-dr. Ford-O-Matic. Power steering,
red and whte, 24,000 miles. One of
the sharpest you will find.
1954 4-dr. V-8. Straight shift, overdrive.

1957 BUICK 4-door Super Hardtop with
power.
1956 OLDS 4-door Super Hardtop with
p#,Wer.
1955 BUICK 2-dr. Special. Is a top car.
1955 OLDS 2-door Hardtop with power,
blue and white.
1954 MERCURY 2-dr. Straight shift, Ky

Easier to hop in and out of too. Many
models are a whole 7 inches lower outside. Yet there's more head room inside, plus more width for shoulders
and hips. More real comfort!

SUSPENSION

1

CHEVROLETS

OTHERS

More comfortable cabs!

garkg TORSION-SPRING

USED CARS
LAMPKINS MOTOR
SALES

gas.
saving 6's. With high-torque Workmaster V8 performance in hea‘jweights.
With new 6-cylinder or V8 power
.c.oilable in L.C.F.'s.

mob

license.

1955 NASH Rambler 4 -door 6-cylinder.
Straight shift.
1954 BUICK Super Hardtop. Kentucky
license.
1958 RAMBLER 4-dr. Stationwagon 6cylinder, straight shift.
1955 RAMBLER 4-dr. Stationwagon, 6cylinder, automatic transmisson.
1950 DODGE 4-dr. Stationwagon. Worth
the money!

More models duo ever!
New 4-wheel-drive models and tandems and high-styled Suburban Carryalls. It's the handsomest, hardest working Chevy fleet ever to report for duty.
your ri.,;11..r anon f•y- a r•

Anything less is an old-fashioned truck!

,:.:411«nio
RED SHUFPLE-In

changes by
Peiping believed calculated
to strengthen the Chinese
Communist party's grip on
the army, Marshal Lin Plao
(upper) replaces Marshal
Peng Teh-hual (lower) as
defense minister. Marshal
Pang commanded the Chinese troops that crossed the
Yulu river into Korea to
fight United States and
South Korean forces.

SINGER
TRADE-IN SALE
Due to last week's Sale-OThon we have 25 good used
electric sewing machines.

All Must Go This Week!
SINGER PORTABLE
as low as

$25.00

SINGER CONSOLES
TREADLES
One

1957 CHEVY Pick-up with big bed, good
tires and nice.
1955 DODGE Pick-up, sharp, Kentuck
truck.
1951 CHEVY Pick-up. Kentucky license
Ready!
34-Ton, good tires & motor
1947 CHEVY /
cab rough.
1947 DODGE ,34-Ton. Flat bed and cattle
sides.
1939 FORD Pick-up flatbed. Good con
dition.

1940 CHEVY Pick-up. Makes a bed.

your choice for $75"each

$79.50

as low as

$5.95 to 5101)0

from

PICK-UPS

Repossessed
CONSOLE, Like New

1951 BUICK Hardtop
1950 DODGE - 1949 DODGE 1949 FORD - 1946 FORD

SINGER

rig

price $16900

Balance Only $91.00

BANK NOTES - INSURANCE WITH
YOUR PREFERRED COMPANY!

will discount for cash!
V

Contact

•

BILL ADAMS

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET

504 MAPLE ST.

MURRAY, KY.

Singer Sewing Machine
Representative
PLaza 3-2617

212

North 12th Street

Ph. PI, 3-1757

Murray

LAMPKINS MOTOR
SALES
Second and Main
waseir

,

•

•

•

PL 3-4913

I

